
Illuminated star on wooden base
Instructions No. 2632
 Difficulty: Challenging
 Working time: 4 Hours

This decoration looks beautifully Christmassy and at the same time provides a cosy atmosphere due to the beautiful light.
Decorated on the windowsill, the glow can also be seen from outside.

How to make the great star with base:
Place the metal ring star halfway on the glued wood panel. Draw the contour
with the pencil.

Saw out with the DREMEL Moto-Saw scroll saw and then sand the edges.

For the stand, saw off a strip approx. 16 cm wide from the second glueboard.
Sand it as well. Then glue the glueboard for the star onto the base with wood
glue. Allow to dry.

Glue the metal star with wood glue into the cut-out you have sawn.

Screw a screw hook into the back. Wrap the cable of the fairy lights around
it. Leave the battery compartment hanging. This makes it easy to replace the
batteries.

Wrap the jute ribbon several times around the wood and knot it at the back.
Tie a small bouquet from the dried flowers and then stick this between the
jute ribbons. 

Twist the eyelets out of the wooden stars and paint them as desired with
craft paint. Glue the small star on top in front of the eyelet of the metal star.
Glue the other two stars onto the stand.

Article number Article name Qty
18043 VBS LED metal ring "Star" 1
662178 Glued wood panel spruce/Fir 2
13432 DREMEL Moto-Saw (MS20-1/5), 5 piece accessories 1
13459 eucalyptus 1
17959 VBS Wooden decoration pendant "Stars" 1
517003 Sandpaper, set of 6 1
110488 Ponal express wood glue, 120 g 1
133241 Screw hooks 1
13992 Jute cord "Basic"Black 1
560078-70 VBS Craft paint, 15 mlBlack 1
560078-89 VBS Craft paint, 15 mlStone Grey 1

Article information:



https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/newsletter/
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